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Please contact the webmaster with a short description of the problem so that we can fix it as soon as possible.
 This email address is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it. 
 
 
 
  
What now?

We're sure you'll find other interesting topics on our website. Take a look at this overview or click on the following link to go back to the homepage:
 Homepage 










This may be of interest to you
  [image: Woman with a wheelchair in the sea | Hotel Villa Sevasti]    Accessibility  
Every guest will experience an amazing holiday without limits! Our hotel as well as our vehicles are 100 % wheelchair-accessible and we're equipped with all care aids necessary.
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You're tired of the city life and sightseeing? Calm down at our hotel beach and let us serve you tasteful delicacies and cocktails. Take a bath in the clear water of the sea.
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Our hotel rooms are individually furnished. An elegant interior design makes all of them truly unique!
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